Penguin Class - Term 5 Topic Plan 2021-22
Maths

Topic

For Maths, Penguin class we is still

This term 5 Penguin class pupils are going

very focused in counting items, 1 and

to learn about several topics:

2. We will use our PECS symbols to

Our main topic is going to be Graffiti but

support our pupils. Snack time will be

we will have another two secondary

a wonderful opportunity for our pupils

topics, Spring (growing) and Feelings (The

to show us how many biscuits, oranges

zones of regulation).

or race cake they want, 1 or 2?.

English
Sensory story- We will read poems related with
Spring and Graffiti. We use the colour monster
book to work our feelings and our zones of
regulation.
Familiar symbols/words- Penguin pupils are learning
everyday words/symbols related with our sensory
stories.
Writing- Every Monday our pupils will be

We still will be thunking about shapes,

experimenting different types of writing, using their

and big/small.

fingers, brush and pencils. They will use a painting
board to choose tools an colours.

Design & Art
We will make graffitis using different

Graffiti and Spring

PE
During this term we will assess our

techniques and day to day items like

pupils in different PE exercises like

plastic gloves or sprays.

running, jumping, crawling, balance

We will use our PECS symbols to

or throwing balls.

improve our communication skills

My will be learning a new sport

during our art sessions.

this term, “Basketball” and how to
play with others like a team.

PHSE. Zones of regulation
Penguin class will be thinking about our
feelings, happy, sad or angry and how
you can identify and recognize them.
At the same time we will think what
we can do when we are happy or how
can we manage our sadness or angriness.

Wow days/ school visits:
We will do art street exhibition in our
big playground and we will have some
graffiti outdoor sessions as well around
Napier miles.

